
ORGANIC STIMULANTS

Rescue in case of 
overfeeding, deficiencies, 
diseases or fluctuations 
in temperature
Ensures green leaves
Revitalising product 
with a low level of NPK
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*Open the card to see how to hatch the seeds!

= 1ML /1L WATER= 1ML /1L WATER FLOWERING PHASE

FLUSHINGVEGETATIVE PHASE

HATCHING THE SEEDS* HARVEST
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ORGANIC STIMULANTS

Flowering strengthener 
(size and weight)
Improvement of 
nutrient uptake 
Sweeter, smooth 
tasting crops

NUTRIENT SCHEDULE

ORGANIC STIMULANTS

Derived from premium 
humic acid and seaweed
Encourages vigorous 
root development
Prepares the plant 
to absorb nutrients 
more quickly
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ENSTIMULANT

If you’re growing for the first time, just stick with the products 
in this pack. Get experienced, learn to understand the plants and 
keep it simple. When in doubt, go easy. The second time you can 
add the products we mention as optional. Results may vary since 
every plant and their environmental conditions are different. For 
more information, go to www.biobizz.com.

Flip open for tips and tricks on growing 
with the Try•Pack™ Stimulant

Do your plants seem rather lacklustre and in need of a boost? 
When you want bigger plants, sweeter tasting fruit and fantastic 
results, try the Stimulant•Pack. It is designed to be easy to handle 
and makes it simple to gain experience using the Biobizz® range of 
organic fertilizers. 

TRY•PACK™ STIMULANT

This step-by-step plan gives an idea of how you could grow 
with the Stimulant•Pack. It is only a guideline, there are 
many ways to grow. 

info@biobizz.com facebook.com/biobizzwwo +34 944 657 951



If you want to switch to All•Mix®: 
this is the time to replant! 
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Put the seeds in water. After 24 hrs., 
the seeds sink to the bottom.

Now the seeds will have little roots. Put the seeds 
with the roots down in Light•Mix®, make a hole 
of 1 cm. deep and cover it with a bit of soil.

After this, put the seeds in a wet paper towel 
and store the seeds in a warm and dark place 
for 24 hrs. again.

Moisturize the soil and provide appropriate 
light and warmth.

For two weeks give only water. 
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Add a few drops of Root•Juice™, Acti•Vera™ or Alg•A•Mic™ 
in the feeding water after you’ve put it in Light•Mix®.

You can also use Coco•Mix™, Jiffy or Root-Plug for seeds. 
Don’t use All•Mix® for seedlings! TIP!TIP!

*Before nutrient schedule
**Start with nutrient schedule

HATCHING THE SEEDS*

Wash your hands 
at every step

TIP! Use Alg•a•Mic™ as a foliar spray: 1ml per liter water. Spray the top 
and bottom of the leaves until run-off / 1-2 times per week. Stop 
foliar feeding in the 2nd week of flowering.

VEGETATIVE PHASE**

You can start with Bio•Heaven™, 1-2ml 
per liter, for All•Mix® and Light•Mix® users.

Your seedling is now about 10-15 cm. high 
and has 2-4 leaves.

FLOWERING PHASE

To check if your plant is thirsty: put your finger in the soil, 
if it sticks, you don’t have to water yet. If you want to know 
exactly when you should water: buy a soil humidity meter.

TIP!
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In the second week of the vegetative phase, you can 
start with Bio•Grow® or Fish•Mix™ (=same dosages as
Bio•Grow®), 1ml per liter.

TIP!

Indoor crops develop best under constant climate conditions: 
18°-25°C, at 60% humidityTIP!Use Root•Juice™ (3-4ml per liter) in the first two weeks of 

flowering, for an optimal boost of the flowering process.TIP!
Use Bio•Grow® and Bio•Bloom™ in this period; 
your plants will be stimulated AND fertilized.TIP!

FLUSHING

In this period, you feed with just water. 
Stop using Biobizz® products. 

If you choose one week of flushing: 
water your plants till run-off, 3 times a 
week. You are basically ‘washing’ the soil.

If you choose two weeks of flushing: 
water with the normal amount of water, 
like you’ve done in the weeks before, 2-3 
times a week. 

The leaves of your plants might turn yellow. 
This is normal, so don’t panic.

You did it! Time to enjoy some genuine organic quality!

HARVEST
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Use dosages for Alg•a•Mic™ and Top•Max™ 
as indicated in our nutrient schedule.  

Use Biobizz® nutrients every time you water 
the plants, up to 1-2 weeks before harvest.

Water your plants 1-3 times per week. 
Remember: a bit less water is always 
better than too much.
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